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5.0 Implementation Description

5.1 Implementation Tool

The system of implementation consists of the DT 2861, a frame grabber board,

interfaced with a personal computer, a television set, and a video cassette recorder (VCR).

The television set and the VCR are used as a display screen and a still image source

respectively.  An original 512×512 image is captured from a picture frame of the VCR and

can either be stored as a computer file in DT [DTIRIS] image format or be kept in one of

the frame grabber board buffers.  The frame grabber board provides a total of 4 on-board

frames.  Thus, 4 different images can be handled on-board simultaneously.

According to the DT format, each image pixel is represented by one byte (8 bits).

The pixel intensity values are discrete, ranging from 0 to 255.  The frame grabber board can

perform some simple arithmetic and logical operations, but not complicated operations such

as transformation.  The frame grabber board allows the pixel elements in the on-board frame

buffer to be accessed from the connected computer, where more complex operations can be

performed.

In this thesis, the pixels are taken into computer memory where it is easier to vary

the experimental parameters and to monitor the results.  The operational functions are

written in C code and made executable in the DOS environment.
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5.2 Implementation Preview

The procedure starts by placing an original still image into an on-board frame buffer.

The original image is divided into subimages called blocks.  Each block is brought, on a one

by one basis, into the computer.  Then the RRP process is applied to the block.  Two

transforms participate in the RRP process.  One is the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT),

the other is the Fast Haar Transform (FHT).  The RRP process results in a set of basis

vectors and the corresponding gains.  In general, the coefficient gains are continuous values,

which it is not practical to store or transmit.  Therefore, the coefficients need quantization

and the quantization method used in this thesis is discussed in Section 5.3.

In the iterative reconstruction process, the compressed image is extracted from the

MBR coefficients.  The iteration starts by choosing an appropriate initial reconstructed

image and then applying a set of constraints to the initial reconstructed signal.  The choices

of the initial signal are listed in Section 5.6.  The objective image quality measurement is

discussed in Section 5.5.

5.3 Quantization Method

The quantization method used in this thesis is a simple operation which allocates the

nearest integer values to the value to be quantized.  The RRP coefficient quantization

utilizes this method.  According to the DT image format, the pixel values of the DT-format

images are discrete, ranging from 0 to 255.  In addition to the method discussed earlier, if a

vector that represents the pixel values is to be quantized, the lower and upper bounds must

be set to 0 and 255 respectively.  This bound is required in order to be able to store the

pixel into the frame grabber buffers.
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5.4 Error Signal Determination

Now the RRP signal is represented by the quantized coefficients and the basis

vectors.  Composing a compressed signal from its discrete-value RRP coefficients is

implemented by summing the basis vectors weighted by the associated gains.  The process,

generally, results in non-integer pixel values.  We again quantize, as discussed in Section

5.2.1, the vectors to the nearest integer values, which can be placed in the frame grabber

buffers.

So far, the original signal and the quantized observed signal are both discrete-

valued.  Therefore, the error signal, determined by the difference of the original signal and

the quantized MBR compressed signal, is a discrete vector too.  This error signal

determination makes the sum of the quantized MBR signal and the error signal exactly

equal to the discrete original signal.  Some a priori information about the error signal, its

maximum increment for example, can be guaranteed to be a discrete value--no extra

quantization of the a priori information is needed.  Although, the error signal values are

discrete, the values can be negative.  Due to limitations of the implementation tool, this can

not be shown on the display device.

5.5 Image Quality Measurement

Mean square error (MSE), as defined in Chapter 3, is used widely to measure how

close the reconstructed signal is to the original signal.  The MSE gives information about

the error signal energy or may be called compression noise.  In terms of signal to noise

ratio, it makes more sense to compare the error energy to the original signal energy.  Let f
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and g be the original and the reconstructed signal respectively.  The mean square error

percentage is then defined by

     MSE (%) =  
(f - g) (f - g)

f f

T

T ×100     (5.1)

There are, for [0,255] gray scale images, two disadvantages of the MSE percentage

defined in (5.1).  First, the denominator is normally very large compared to numerator.  The

improvement of the reconstruction process which reduces the numerator of (5.1) might not

be observed obviously.  Second, (5.1) is sensitive to the brightness or DC level of the

original image f.

Another widely-used objective image quality measurement is called peak signal-to-

noise ratio (PSNR).  PSNR is defined, for N×N images with [0,255] gray-scale range, in dB

by

     PSNRR =   10
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where ||g-f|| is the norm of the difference between the original and the reconstructed signal

respectively.  In this thesis, PSNR is used to objectively measure the reconstructed image

quality.
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5.6 Initial Vector

As a compression technique, MBR representation discards some low-energy

coefficients.  As a consequence, the energy of a signal contained in the MBR representation

is always less than the energy of the original signal.  Therefore, it is a priori information that

the energy should, in the reconstruction process, be added into the observed signal.

As discussed earlier, the original signal x is well decomposed into two subspaces.

One is the subspace which contains the observed signal y and the other is, orthogonal to the

first, the subspace of the error signal ex.  At the receiver end, only the observed signal is

known and the error signal is missing.  The initial reconstructed signal x0 for the iterative

reconstruction might be initialized directly from the observed signal only.  That means the

initial error signal ex,0 is set to zero.  With proper constraints, e.g. minimum increasing and

decreasing constraints, the energy is added into the reconstructed error signal ex,k which

results in increased energy in the reconstructed signal xk.

However, the energy of the initial error signal can be set to be non-zero.  The initial

reconstructed signal, which is a combination of the observed signal plus the initial error

signal, then has more energy than the observed signal.  It is not necessary that the initial

reconstructed signal be closer to the original signal than the observed signal.  It will,

hopefully, be improved by the set of constraints used in the POCS process afterward.  The

objective of setting the non-zero energy error signal is only to add more energy into the

initial reconstructed signal.  The reconstruction constraints applied to this energy added

initial signal should efficiently remove the unwanted energy from the reconstructed signal.

What should the initial error signal be?  Let us analyze the error signal ex.

According to the RRP algorithm, the DC component of the original signal is first removed
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and then MBR coefficients are removed from the DC-removed signal.  If the RRP process

is terminated by the MSE criterion discussed in Chapter 2, we have enough information to

determine the energy of the error signal.  According to the MSE stopping criterion, the

RRP process stops when the energy of the residual signal reaches a certain threshold.  If the

stopping criterion is MSE, the bound of the energy of the error signal is known.  The

additional information is global for all blocks and, as a result, a small amount of extra

information is needed per pixel to describe the error signal bound.

5.6.1 Additional Constraint on Error Signal

Suppose that only DCT and FHT are the components of the MBR representation.

The first basic vectors of both transforms, which represent the DC component, are the

same.  The DC values of the remainder vectors are zero.  Removing zero-DC basic vectors

from the DC-removed original signal does not introduce a DC component into the residual

signal.  Therefore, the error signal contains no DC component.  This will be used to

constrain the error signal in the reconstruction process.

From the characteristics of the error signal, an AC constraint can be defined by

CAC =   {ex: e x  = 0},     (5.3)

where e x  denotes the mean of the error signal ex.  The associated projection operator is

      PAC(ex) =   ex- e x     (5.4)
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In most cases, quantization of the projection defined in (5.4) introduces a DC value

to PAC(ex).  The constraint CAC could be soften to

         CAC,soft =   {ex: | e x | < m},     (5.5)

where m is a threshold value.  The soften version of the projection operator defined by (5.4)

is then

     PACsoft(ex) =   
e |e | m

e e |e | m
x x

x x x

<
− ≥





(5.6)

The PACsoft enforces nothing to ex unless the absolute value of its mean is greater than the

threshold m.

If the MSE stopping criterion is used in the RRP process, the error signal energy of

each block is not more than the designated threshold.  Thus, instead of using only the

observed signal as the initial signal, we can add a vector for which the energy is equal to the

energy of the residual vector.  Note, from the MSE stopping criterion, that the RRP process

is stopped when the residual signal energy falls “below” a threshold but it is, in general, not

exactly at the threshold.  Therefore, the error signal determined from the criterion is

somewhat a bit higher than its true value.

Let Eex be the energy of the error signal.  A constraint on Eex can be written as
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Ceng = { ex: ||ex|| ≤ Eex },     (5.7)

where ||ex|| = ex
Tex.

The exact value of Eex for each block can be sent at some extra cost.  However, the

bound of Eex is known from the MSE criterion.  Thus, we can use that bound as a global

energy level for all blocks.  Using the bound might be viewed as relaxing or softening of the

constraint.

The projection corresponding to the constraint is

      Pengex =   
E
||e ||

eex

x
x⋅     (5.8)

The projection operator finds a unite vector and then multiplies the unit vector by E ex

producing a vector with energy Eex.

Note that this constraint assumes that the MSE criterion is used.  In case the

maximum intensity of the error signal is used as the stopping criterion, the energy of the

error signal from different blocks is not equal.  Even though a bound on ||ex|| can be

provided but it will not be as effective as in the case of the MSE stopping criterion.  The

variation of the residual energy in each block is now more than in the case of the MSE

criterion.
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5.6.2 Choices of Initial Vector

The performance of using different constraints depends on which signal the

constraints are applied to.  For example, the sign constraint does not work well if the signal

is a zero-energy signal.  As a consequence, the initial signal plays a major role in the

performance evaluation of iterative signal reconstruction.  This section lists the initial

vectors and the corresponding natures of the appropriate constraints.

(1). Observed Signal:

The energy of this initial signal is less than that of the original signal.  Therefore, the

appropriate constraints for this initial vector could add energy to the reconstructing signal.

(2) Observed Signal Plus Zero Mean White Noise [Moose 1994]:

Since the energy in the observed signal is missing, the initial signal needs more

energy.  As discussed earlier, the missing portion does not contain a DC component.

Therefore, the observed signal plus zero mean white noise is a satisfactory candidate.  The

white noise is generated by setting the variance equal to the energy of the missing residual

signal.  White noise introduces all frequency components evenly and generally degrades,

compared with the observed signal only, the initial signal.  Without appropriate constraints

to shape up the error signal due to the white noise, the final reconstructed signal will be

worsened.  Constraints associated with signs are good choices to combine with this initial

vector.
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(3) Observed Signal Plus Constant:

An alternative similar to the previous initial vector is adding a constant value to the

observed signal [Moose 1994].  The energy level is set such that the energy of the constant

vector is equal to the energy of the residual signal.  Obviously, the constant vector violates

the DC-free characteristic of the error signal.  However, with proper constraints, this initial

vector is still usable.

(4) Observed Signal Plus Combination of Unsent Basis Vectors:

The observed signal is composed by the MBR coefficients.  Thus, the error signal

must be a combination of the unsent basis vectors and their corresponding gains.  The

unsent basis vectors are known but the gains are not.  An alternative way to define the

initial error signal is by combining the equal gain unsent basis vectors.  However, the

combined vectors must be scaled to match the proper energy level.

The histogram of the Discrete Cosine Transform and Haar Transform basis vectors

in RRP compression can be modeled by a gamma distribution [Khanna 1990].  According to

the gamma distribution p(x), the value of p(x) approaches zero when x is large.  Let us

consider an N dimensional transform in which the 0th and (N-1)th vectors represent the DC

and the Nyquist frequency components respectively.  The gamma distribution shows that

the probability of the high frequency components to be present in the MBR representation is

less than that of the low frequency components.  Based on the probability, a good guess for

the next-to-be-sent vectors would be the unsent basis vectors representing the low

frequency components of the image.  Thus, it makes sense to compose the initial error

signal from the unsent basis vectors in the lower frequency half.
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5.7 Types of Test Images

Three different kinds of images are tested: portrait (face), landscape and X-ray.

Typically, the region of interest in the portrait image is at the center of the frame.  The

distortion in the background or at the edge of the frame does not degrade subjective

measurement s much as when the distortion shows up at the center.  On the other hand, the

region of interest in landscape pictures, in general, are distributed over the entire frame.

The X-ray picture, which is naturally black and white, has spatially less resolution than the

other two.  Moreover, the correlation of X-ray images is also higher.  As a result, X-ray

images need less storage.

5.8 Number of Iterations

The iteration reconstruction significantly improves the reconstructed image in the

first few iteration [Moose 1994].  Further improvement is relatively small or vanishing when

more iterations are implemented.  In our implementation, 10 iterations are performed.


